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Abstract: 
Human body posture can be tracked in real-time using 
small inexpensive inertialUmagnetic sensor modules to 
measure the orientation of individual limb segments. To 
pei$orm this task inertialUmagnetic sensors generally 
contain three orthogonally mounted angular rate sensors, 
three orthogonally mounted accelerometers and three 
orthogonally mounted magnetometers. These sensors must 
be small and light enough to be securely attached to major 
limb segments and avoid user encumbrance. Sensor data 
must be processed by an efficientfiltering algorithm that is 
able to produce accurate orientation estimates without 
singularities in all attitudes and does not require still 
periods to correct for driji. This paper discusses the design 
of a sourceless body tracking system with an emphasis on 
sensor and eficient filter design. Various methods for  
mitigating small transient orientation errors due to 
variabilig in the direction of the local magnetic field 
vector are also described. 
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1. Introduction 
Practical full body tracking remains a difficult 
challenge in constructing immersive synthetic 
environment systems. Without adequate tracking of the 
arms and major body segments, users are unable to interact 
with the environment in a natural manner and their 
behavior can not be observed by other participants through 
the animation of an avatar. Numerous technologies are 
currently in use including active magnetic, acoustic, 
optical, inertialhgnetic and mechanical [Welch and 
Foxlin 20021. At present none o f ,  these presents the 
possibility of accurately tracking the posture and position 
of multiple users over a wide area. Optical tracking 
system that are capable of tracking a sufficient number of 
points to make possible 111 body motion capture can be 
prohibitively expensive. 
hertiallmagnetic technology based on the use of small 
accelerometers, magnetometers, and angular rate sensors 
has been used in head tracking applications and to track a 
limited number of rigid bodies. These “sourceless” 
systems are not range limited by the need to maintain 
some type of link with a fixed station. InertiaVmagnetic 
tracking is restricted to measuring only orientation by the 
quality of the data provided by the small lowsost sensors 
used. This limitation requires that some other technology 
be used to determine position [Foxlin et al. 1998bl. 
Incorporating a second technology usually retums the 
system to sourced categoly of tracking systems with all the 
accompanying range restrictions and problems with 
interference and occlusion. However, the position of only 
a single point on the body need be tracked in order to 
accurately locate each limb segment within the tracking 
volume and to position an animated avatar with a virtual 
environment (VE). 
This paper examines the design of a full body tracking 
system based primarily on small inexpensive 
inertiallmagnetic sensor modules to track posture. 
Commercial as well as a research prototype sensor are 
examined for suitability to the full body application. An 
efficient complementary filter capable of tracking in all 
orientations without singularities is also presented. 
Various methods for mitigating orientation errors due to 
variations in the direction of the local magnetic field are 
described. A new method based upon dynamic 
measurement of the direction of the local magnetic field 
vector using a stable heading reference that is unaffected 
by magnetic variations is proposed. 
2. Sourceless Posture Tracking 
Figure 1 is a diagram of a possible sourceless body 
tracking system. The main components are fifteen 
inertiallmagnetic sensor modules, and a data control unit 
(DCU) that gathers all sensor data and transmits it via a 
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wireless LAN to a fmed workstation for further 
processing. 
In the depicted system, user body posture is 
determined through the attachment of an individual 
inertiavmagnetic sensor module to each major limb 
segment. Data provided by these sensors makes possible 
the estimation of the orientation of each sensor module 
relative to an Earth fixed reference frame. Such sensors 
contain nine sensing axes consisting of three orthogonally 
mounted angular rate sensors, three orthogonally mounted 
accelerometers and three orthogonally mounted 
magnetometers. If the rotational offset between the 
coordinate frame of the l i b  segment to which a sensor is 
attached and the coordinate h e  of the sensor itself is 
known, the orientation of the limb segment can be 
determined. Given the orientation of each limb segment, 
the posture of an avatar can be set through the addition of 
rotated limb translation vectors. In the remainder of this 
paper, nine axis inertiavmagnetic sensors such as those 
described above will be generically referred to as MARG 
(Magnetic, Angular Rate, and Gravity) sensors. 
Figure 1: Sourceless Human Posture Tracking 
Svstem 
The avatar in Figure 1 could be placed within a virtual 
environment by tracking the position of a single point on 
the body of the user. Ultrasonic systems have been used 
for similar purposes in commercial systems [Foxlin et al. 
1998bl. Optical tracking systems could also be used for 
this purpose. RF positioning is a method that is expected 
to emerge that could provide a longer range solution to this 
problem. An alternative sourceless method of position 
tracking involves double integration of acceleration data to 
determine position. Theoretically, such acceleration data is 
available from the small inertiahaFetic sensor units 
used to determine body posture. However, the inherent 
noise and measurement errors associated with low cost 
inertial sensors, combined with quadratic error growth due 
to double integration, makes uncorrected acceleration- 
based position tracking with these sensors impractical. 
3. InertiaIiMagnetic Sensors and Systems 
An ideal body tracking system would allow the 
posture and position of an individual to be determined 
both indoors and outdoors. To capture the fastest motions, 
it should have an update rate of at least 100 Hz [Bachmann 
20001. If markers or sensors must be worn, they should not 
encumber a user and must be attached in a manner such 
that they remain in a fued location relative to the limb 
segment. Tracking accuracy requirements for the 
orientation of limb segments varies according to the 
segment. In general an accuracy of 0.5 degrees is 
acceptable for most body segments although head tracking 
may require accuracies to within a tenth of a degree. 
MARG sensors have been developed by both industry 
and academia. Accuracy, form factor, and the number of 
sensors that can be used simultaneously in a practical 
manner are the overriding characteristics that should be 
examined in order to select the appropriate sensor for 
human body tracking. For research purposes, the use of 
proprietary algorithms and lack of access to raw data 
output can complicate fusion of data from various sources 
making experimental work difficult. 
3.1 Commercial MARG Sensors and Systems 
Foxlin [Intersense Inc.] developed and marketed an 
inertiavmagnetic sensor called the Inertiacube. The 
primary application for this sensor has been head tracking 
[Fuchs 19931. Early systems utilized a fluid pendulum and 
three solid-state piezoelectric angular rate sensors, and 
were highly specialized for head tracking. More recent 
literature indicates that the Inertiacube is capable of 
measuring angular rates, linear accelerations, and the local 
magnetic field along three axes [Foxlin et al. 1998a; 
Foxlin et al. 1998bI and is thus a nine-axis MARG sensor. 
Dimensions for the Inertiacube are 1.06” x 1.34” x 1.2” 
[Intersense Inc. 2002]. Orientation estimates are made by 
a proprietary extended Kalman filter poxlin et al 19961. 
Currently available systems are limited to processing data 
from a maximum of four sensor units simultaneously. 
Update rate when processing data from four sensors varies 
from 90 to 150 Hz depending on the system. 
Manufacture’s literature lists an angular accuracy of 0.05 
degrees. 
In February of 2002, Microstrain Inc. [Microstrain 
Inc. 20021 announced the 3DM-G Gyro Enhanced 
Orientation Sensor. This sensor also follows the MARG 
configuration. Sensor data is processed by a proprietary 
filtering algorithm running on an imbedded 
microprocessor. Manufacture’s literature lists an accuracy 
of +/- 5 degrees for arbitrary orientations. Unlike, the 
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Inertiacube, a scaled raw data output is available. Update 
rate is 100 Hz. Unit dimensions are 1” x 2.5” x 2.5”. 
Multiple 3DM-G can be daisy chained together using the 
built-in RS485 network protocol. This makes possible the 
use of more than four sensors simultaneously. 
Though the tracking of head mounted displays is 
listed as a potential application, the manufacturer quoted 
+/- IS degree accuracy of the Tokin MDP-A3U7 3D 
motion sensor would not make possible head or body 
segment tracking. This unit does not contain nine sensing 
axes and is thus not capable of tracking all orientations. 
Dimensions are 0.98” x 1.4” x 0.88” [Tokin America Inc. 
2001bI. 
3.2 Research Prototype MARG Sensor 
The McKinney Technology MARG III sensor is a 
research prototype developed by the MOVES Institute 
(Figure 2). Primary sensing components for this unit 
include Tokin CG-LA3 ceramic rate gyros [Tokin America 
Inc. 2001a], Analog Devices ADXL202E micromachined 
accelerometers [Analog Devices Inc. 20001, and 
Honeywell HMCIOSIZ and HMC1052 one and two-axis 
magnetometers [Honeywell Inc. 20021. The sensor module 
also incorporates a Texas Instruments MSP430F149 ultra- 
low-power, 16-bit IUSC architecture microcontroller 
[Texas Inshuments Inc. 20011. Overall, dimensions of the 
MARG I11 unit are approximately 0.7” x 1 . 2 ” ~  1.0”. 
Figure 2: Top view of the MARG sensor prototype 
PCB’s. Large square chip on the lower left PCB is the 
MSP430F149 microcontroller [McKinney Technology]. 
MARG 111 data is processed by a quatemion based 
complementary filter algorithm WcGhee et al. 20011. This 
filter is described in some detail in the next section of this 
paper. 
4 A Quaternion Attitude Filter 
MARG sensor filtering algorithms are all based on a 
general set of principles. These algorithm produce 
accurate orientation estimates by taking advantage of the 
complementary natures of the three types of sensors in the 
units. The manner in which the data kom the different 
types of sensors is combined can be described as follows: 
The accelerometer triad output is normally averaged (or 
low pass filtered) for a period of time in order to measure 
the components of the gravity vector or the local vertical 
relative to the reference frame of the triad. Determination 
of the relationship of the coordinate frame of the sensor 
unit to this known vector allows estimation of orientation 
relative to a horizontal plane. Similarly, the orthogonally 
mounted triad of magnetometers measures the local 
magnetic field vector in body coordinates allowing 
determination of rotation about the vertical axis. Thus, 
combining magnetometer data with low frequency 
accelerometer data provides a method for estimating the 
orientation of a static or slow moving rigid-body. 
Altematively, assuming the initial orientation is known, 
integration of the output of a triad of orthogonally 
mounted angular rate sensors provides another method of 
estimating orientation. If the rate sensors are susceptible to 
noise or bias effects, as is the case for the small low cost 
sensors discussed here, errors will render these estimates 
useless after a short period. In dynamic applications, 
MARG sensor filtering algorithms combine high 
frequency rate sensor orientation information with low- 
frequency accelerometer and magnetometer data in a 
complementary manner to produce accurate orientation 
estimates in real-time [McGhee et al. 2001]. 
Figure 3 is an example of a complementary filter that 
is based on the principles described in the paragraph 
above. In the depicted filter the combining of filter inputs 
is treated as parameter optimization problem. Error 
minimization is accomplished by adjusting the derivative 
of an estimated orientation quatemion using Gauss- 
Newton iteration. Adjustments are based on using this 
least squares estimation method to fmd the value that 
minimizes a criterion function, which expresses the 
difference between actual and computed measurements. 
Incremental rotation quatemions are used to avoid 
singularities in a measurement linearization matrix and 
reduce its dimension [McGhee et al. 20011. The filter is 
has been shown to be capable of tracking through all 
orientations without singularities while continuously 
correcting for drift. [Bachmann 20001. 
The filter inputs are from a three-axis angular rate 
sensor @, q, r), a three-axis accelerometer (hl, hZ h, ), and 
a three-axis magnetometer (b l ,  b2 , b, ). Its output is a 
624 
Magnetometers [x~xl-~ x~ 
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of Quaternion-Based Orientation Estimation Filter [McGhee et al. 20011 
quaternion representation of the orientation of the tracked 
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where 4 is a quatemion representing the current 
orientation, 63 denotes quaternion multiplication, and the 
superscript B means measured in the body reference 
m e .  Single integration of a noiseless 4 would produce 
a quaternion that describes orientation in an Earth fixed 
reference frame. 
The three orthogonally mounted accelerometers return 
an approximation to the local vertical, the unit vector b. 
The magnetometer returns the direction of the local 
magnetic field, the unit vector b. These two vector 
quantities expressed in body coordinates as pure vector 
quatemions are 
'b=[O b, b, b,] b fO b, b2 b,] (2) 
Combining the vector parts from Eq. (2) produces a 6 x 1 
measurement vector 
Yo = [4  h2 4 4 4 4 'I (3) 
' m = [ O  0 0 I] (4) 
Gravity in earth coordinates is always down and is 
expressed as the down unit vector in quaternion form as 
The local magnetic field in earth coordinates, once 
determined and normalized, can be expressed in 
quatemion form as 
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are mapped from the earth fmed frame 
to the body came through quaternion multiplication by 
' n = [ O  n, n, n,] (5 )  
'b=B-'@'m Eij 'b q' L @ ( 6 )  
Combining the vector parts of Eq. (6) into a single 6 x 1 
computed measurement vector produces 
Y ( C  If[k h2 h3 4 4 4 '1 (7) 
The difference between the actual measurements and the 
computed measurement is the modeling error 
In viewing Eq. (8), note that if in Eq. (3) there is no 
measurement noise, the minimum difference between the 
measured and computed values will equal the zero vector. 
Of course in reality this will not occur. Instead, the square 
of the filter modeling error is expressed by the criterion 
finction 
and the filtering algorithm seeks to minimize this error. 
W = Y o  Yvci) (8) 
4 4 ) =  -z(B)-(9) (9) 
=4 @> F 1 (10) 
The full correction step to the measured quatemion is 
where P i s  derived through least squares regression 
analysis by 
F=[XTX jX'Z(4 ) (1 1) 
The columns of the measuremenf linearization matrix, X,  
are partial derivatives of F(4 )with respect to the 
rotation vector, f , of an incremental rotation quatemion 
of the form 
% = ( I  5 5 5 kLf 1 (12) 
The elements of the X matrix are defmed as 
It can be shown [McGhee et al. 20011 that 
(14) 
-h, h, 0 
x = 2  
Once the full correction step, Aqfi,,, has been 
computed, it is multiplied by a diagonal gain mahix, k, 
then integrated, normalized, and fed back to allow 
evaluation of j ( 4 )  for the next cycle of computation. 
This process amounts to low pass filtering of estimates of 
the orientation quaternion for a given limb segment 
obtained from the acceleration and magnetic field vectors 
measured by its attached MARC sensor. Likewise, the 
input from angular rate sensors can be shown to result in a 
high pass filtered estimated of orientation. The indicated 
addition of these two estimates thus results in a 
complemenfav filter for estimation of limb segment 
orientation [Bachmann et al. 19991. 
Measurements of the dynamic and static accuracy of 
orientation estimates produced using data from earlier 
generations of the MARC III sensor and the quatemion- 
based filtering algorithm have been completed using a 
precision rotary tilt table. Figure 4 is a typical result of 
dynamic accuracy experiments showing estimates 
produced by the tracking system in Euler angle form. The 
absence of any under or over shoots in the plot 
demonstrates the ability of system to follow abrupt 
changes in motion. Examination of Figure 4 indicates 




Figure 4: 45 Degree Roll Excursions At 10 
DegreeslSecond 
4. 
MARC sensor filtering algorithms sense the direction 
of the local magnetic field to eliminate orientation 
estimation drift about the gravity vector. If a filtering 
algorithm is based on the assumption the magnetic vector 
is a constant reference and it is not, orientation estimation 
errors will result. In applications requiring higher accuracy 
such as simulated weapons fving and aiming or head 
tracking, these errors can be significant. 
In an indoor environment, sources of magnetic 
interference are constantly present and can include 
common items such as computer monitors, fluorescent 
lighting and powered-up electrical wiring inside walls. In 
theory, these influences could be mapped and 
compensated for using a look-up table. Experiments with 
active magnetic sensor systems have shown that the 
required table would be extremely large for an area OF any 
size with errors possibly depending not only on position, 
hut on orientation as well [Livingston and State 19971. 
Any changes that affected the magnetic properties of the 
tracking environment would require that the look-up table 
be recalculated. 
Relative weighting can be used to reduce reliance on 
magnetometer data in comparison to other sensor 
information. This modification is designed to allow 
orientation estimation to continue in the presence of 
changing magnetic fields. Reducing the weight given to 
magnetic data makes it possible to reduce the size and 
duration of orientation errors resulting from transients in 
the local magnetic field. Such weighting techniques have 
been used with some success in commercial and research 
systems. Both the extended Kalman filter associated with 
Inertiacube and the quaternion-based complementary 
filter used with the MARC I11 sensor developed at the 
MOVES Institute allow some type of manual adjustment 
Mitigating Noise and Magnetic Effects 
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of magnetometer gains [ B a c h "  2000; Foxlin et al. 
1998bI. 
Figure 6 and Figure 7 depict the transient change in 
the estimated orientation quaternion that occurred when a 
MARG I sensor was exposed to a strong source of 
magnetic noise [Bachmann 20001. Sensor data was 
processed by the quatemion filter described in the previous 
section with the error vector reformulated as 
where p is a weighting factor ranging between 0 and one 
and Ve denotes the vector part of each quatemion. In each 
trial, a speaker magnet was passed over the sensor at a 
distance of approximately 1 cm. In Figure 6, 
magnetometer data is weighted equally with accelerometer 
data for estimation purposes. In Figure 7, the relative 
weight given to magnetometer data is reduced by 75% to 
one quarter of that given to accelerometer data. The 
reduction in the relative weight results in a noticeably 
smaller and less abrupt reaction to the influence of the 
speaker magnet. $Jp 
O I  
0 
f 2 1 1 5 6 7 
m"rommr1 
Figure 6: Change in Orientation Quaternion Estimate 
during Exposure to Transient Magnetic Source, 
Magnetometer Weighting Factor: 1.0 [Bachmann 20001 
I 2 3 5 
om,s-c=Cvl 
Figure I: Change in Orientation Quaternion Estimate 
during Exposure to Transient Magnetic Source, 
Magnetometer Weighting Factor: 0.25 [Bachmann 
20001 
If an accurate source of azimuth information is 
available, it is possible to merge this data with that 
obtained from the magnetometers or replace it all together. 
In a 6 DOF Fusion mode, Intersense IS-600 products 
calculate heading by tracking the position of two acoustic 
transponders that have a fixed relationship to an 
Inertiacube. This heading is used to "reset the yaw drift" 
for that particular cube [Foxlin et al. 1998aI. The primary 
drawbacks of this method of magnetic drift correction are 
the reliance on an artificially generated source for heading 
determination and the size of the apparatus on which the 
transponders must be mounted. 
4.1 Using a Stable Platform to Mitigate Magnetic Noise 
The presence of a body worn stable orientation 
platform that is not affected by variations in the direction 
and magnitude of the local magnetic field offers an 
alternative method of mitigating magnetic noise effects. 
This platform might for example take the form of a single 
precision IMU with angular rate sensing based on the use 
optical ring laser gyros @LG) or fiber optical gyros 
(FOG). It also might be a single limb segment, such as the 
bead, with its orientation accurately determined through 
the attachment of multiple markers and position tracking 
by an optical system. In either case mounting the 
magnetometers of a MARG sensor on this platform would 
make it possible to dynamically measure the direction and 
magnitude of the local magnetic field vector in the 
coordinate fiame of the platform. If all body mounted 
sensors are experiencing the same magnetic disturbance, 
this dynamically determined vector could then be 
transformed into the coordinate W e  of each of the IS  
MARG sensors and used by the filtering algorithm in 
place of a pre-determined constant magnetic reference 
vector. 
If the magnetic variations in the tracking environment 
are smaller in size and do not affect all MARG sensors in 
the system in the same manner simultaneously, multiple 
stable platforms might be used to correct a limited number 
of limb segments each. For instance one might be used to 
correct variations in the legs and another might be used to 
correct the arms and upper torso. The limb segments that 
are physically closest to the stable orientation platform 
will benefit most from the dynamically measured magnetic 
data, since they are most likely to be experiencing the 
same disturbances. It should thus be possible to perform 
highly accurate relative tracking in which all limbs near 
the stable platform are accurately tracked with respect to 
one another. 
If the filter in Figure 3 is modified to incorporate this 
method, the MARG sensor mounted on the stable 
orientation platform would provide a 3-dimensional 
measurement of the local magnetic field vector in the 
sensor coordinates that can he expressed in quaternion 
form as 
' m b = [ O  b, b, b,]  (16) 
where the superscript imu indicates that the vector is 
expressed relative to the coordinate frame of an IMU. 
Using the precision orientation of the IMU expressed by 
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the quaternion q-, the local magnetic field measurement 
vector could be transformed into Earth coordinates by 
This transformed vector would represent the direction and 
magnitude ofthe local magnetic field at the moment in the 
particular location in which tracking is taking place. The 
dynamically measured vector could then be hansformed 
into the coordinate frame of each MARG sensor by 
changing the formulation for the computed measurement 
vector to 
Enlanar = 9. @“=b 3.2 (17) 
5. Future Work 
The authors are currently engaged in constructing the 
multi sensor system described in this paper. This process is 
proceeding in parallel with an effort to build a computer 
simulation of the proposed system. The goal of this work 
is to produce a full body tracking system that will not 
tether a tracked subject to a fixed workstation, thus 
allowing posture tracking over a wide area. It will also 
allow experimentation with precision IMUs or optical 
tracking systems and sensor data fusion to reduce 
susceptibility to variations in the local magnetic field and, 
in the case of precision MUS,  possibly enable sourceless 
position as well as posture tracking. 
Precision IMUs use body-fmed accelerometers and 
angular rate sensors analogous to those used in MARG 
sensors, but offer a much higher degree of accuracy. For 
reasons related to cost, size, and power consumption, it 
would not be practical to replace the 15 MARG sensors 
depicted in Figure I with precision IMUs. As observed 
previously, the inherent noise and measurement errors 
associated with low cost inertial sensors limits MARG 
sensor use to the determination of body posture. While 
probably not accurate enough to allow for unaided inertial 
navigation, the data provided by the accelerometers in a 
precision IMU could be combined with gait 
measurements, and periodic position fmes by means of 
optimal (Kalman) filtering lyun et al. 20011, or by 
complementav filtering pun et al. 19991 to create an 
aided inertial navigation system. 
6. Summary 
This paper discusses algorithms and components 
needed to construct a sourceless full body motion tracking 
system based on the use of small inertiaUmagnetic sensors. 
sensors are used to track body posture. The use of a single 
stable orientation platform that is unaffected by variations 
in the local magnetic field is proposed as method of 
In the system described, inertiaUmagnetic (MARG) 
correcting errors related to variability in the direction of 
the local magnetic field vector for all inertiaymagnetic 
sensors in the system. A full body inertiaymagnetic system 
is currently under construction and is expected to be in 
operation in 2003. 
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